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FEDERALISM

FEW KEY IDEAS AND CONCEPTS  

 Federalism is an institutional mechanism to accommodate two sets of

polities—one at the regional level and the other at the national level. Each

government is autonomous in its own sphere.

 In some federal countries, there is even a system of dual citizenship. India has

only a single citizenship.

 The central government and the governments of the units act within a well-

defined sphere, co-ordinate and at the same time act independently.



FEDERALISM

FEW KEY IDEAS AND CONCEPTS  

 The federal polity, in other words, provides a constitutional device for 

bringing unity in diversity and for the achievement of common national 

goals.

 The details of this dual system of government are generally spelt out in 

a written constitution, which is considered to be supreme and which is 

also the source of the power of both sets of government.
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FEW KEY IDEAS AND CONCEPTS  

 Certain subjects, which concern the nation as a whole are the 

responsibility of the union or central government. 

 Regional or local matters are the responsibility of the regional or State 

government.

 The independent judiciary resolves disputes between the central 

government and the States on legal matters about the division of 

power.
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FEATURES OF INDIAN FEDERALISM

 Written Constitution- The most important feature of a federation is that its

constitution should be a written one, so that both the Union Government as

well as the State can refer to that as and when needed.

 The Constitution of India is a written document and is the most elaborate

Constitution of the world.

 It establishes supremacy of the Constitution because both the union and the

states are given powers by the Constitution as to be independent in their

spheres of governance.
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FEATURES OF INDIAN FEDERALISM

 Rigid Constitution - The procedure of amending the Constitution in a federal

system is normally rigid. Indian Constitution provides that some amendments

require a special majority.

 However, in addition to this process, some amendments must be approved

by at least 50% of the states.
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 Division of Powers - In our Constitution, there is a clear division of powers, so

that the States and the Centre are required to enact and legislate within their

sphere of activity and none violates its limits and tries to encroach upon the

functions of the other.

 Our constitution enumerates three lists, viz. the Union, the State and the

Concurrent List.

 Supremacy of the Judiciary - The Supreme Court of India has the original

jurisdiction to settle disputes between the Union and the States. It can declare

a law as unconstitutional, if it contravenes any provision of the Constitution.
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FEDERALISM WITH A STRONG CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

 Article I of the Constitution describes India as a ‘Union of States’, which

implies two things: firstly, it is not the result of an agreement among the

States and secondly, the States have no freedom to secede or separate from

the Union.

 The Constitution has certain very powerful emergency provisions, which can

turn our federal polity into a highly centralized system once emergency is

declared.
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FEDERALISM WITH A STRONG CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

 The central government has very effective financial powers and

responsibilities.

 The Centre appoints the Governors of the States and may take over the

administration of the State on the recommendations of the Governor or

otherwise.

 The equality of units in a federation is best guaranteed by their equal

representation in the Uppers House of the federal legislature (Parliament).

However, this is not applicable in case of Indian States. They have unequal

representation in the Rajya Sabha.
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FEDERALISM WITH A STRONG CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

 There may be occasions when the situation may demand that the central

government needs to legislate on matters from the State list.

 This is possible if the move is ratified by the Rajya Sabha.

 The central government may choose to give instructions to the State

government.
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FEDERALISM WITH A STRONG CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

 All important appointments such as the Chief Election Commissioner, the

Comptroller and Auditor General are made by the Union Government.

Besides, there is single citizenship.

 In order to ensure uniformity of the administrative system and to maintain

minimum common administrative standards without impairing the federal

system, All India Services such as IAS and IPS have been created which are

kept under the control of the Union.
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FEDERALISM WITH A STRONG CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

 In case of disturbances in any State or part thereof, the Union Government

is empowered to depute Central Force in the State or to the disturbed

part of the State.

 Also, the Parliament, by law may increase or decrease the area of any State

and may alter its name and boundaries.

 Articles 33 and 34 authorize the Parliament to protect persons in the

service of the union or a state in respect of any action taken by them

during martial law to maintain or restore order. This provisions further

strengthens the powers of the union government. The Armed Forces

Special Powers Act has been made on the basis of these provisions
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